
                       Date: 03rd May 2019 

Notice 

Non-Compliance by Training Partners (STT-PMKVY) 

Training Partners (TPs) that have been allocated target under the Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana 

(PMKVY-STT) scheme are mandated to follow the PMKVY Scheme Guidelines (2016-2020). Failure to 

adhere to scheme mandate may result in initiation of action against non-compliant TPs/TCs. 

 

The following actions by TCs/TPs are in contradiction to scheme guidelines, and will be considered as 

situations of non-compliance:  

1. It has been observed that some TPs are charging money from target beneficiaries/candidates 

enrolled under the PMKVY scheme – and are therefore, is in non-compliance with scheme 

guidelines. Charging money from the beneficiaries is against the scheme mandate as “under 

PMKVY, the entire training and assessment fees are paid by the Government” as outlined in the 

guidelines. 

2. To ensure that the complete benefits of training are imparted to all candidates enrolled under the 

scheme, they must be present for the entirety of the training held at TCs, from “Batch Start Time” 

until “Batch End Time” declared by the TC/TP on the SDMS Portal. 

 

3. If leave is observed at the TC, the same needs to be intimated at least two(02) days in advance 
to pmupmkvy2.0@nsdcidia.org. In the absence of any intimation, it is assumed that training is 
happening as per schedule.  

4. If batches are planned for OJT/industry visit/placement orientation visit, the same needs to be 
intimated at least two(02) days in advance to pmupmkvy2.0@nsdcidia.org. In the absence of 
any intimation, it is assumed that training is happening as per schedule.  

TPs/TCs shall ensure that provision is made between batch start date and batch end date to 
accommodate for any leave/OJT/industry visit.  

5. In case candidates have dropped out of batches under the scheme or the entire batch is dropped 

out by the TC/TP, it is the responsibility of the TC/TP to mark them as “Dropped Out” immediately 

on the SDMS Portal. The TC/TP must drop out the candidates/batch before batch end date on the 

system. Non-adherence to the same impacts the release of tranches and the pendency on SSC’s 

for Assessments. Thus, the TC/TP must drop out the candidates/batches only on the system.  

Please note that candidates that have been dropped out may be re-enrolled in a fresh batch by 

the TC/TP SPOC, as per their availability.  

6. Any evidence to support the claim of your attendance apart from AEBAS compliance will not be 

entertained. The functioning of AEBAS machine is a responsibility of TP/TC/PIA and no explanation 

on this will be entertained. 

 

If any Training Partner/Training Centre is found to be non-compliant as defined in the cases given above, 

suitable action as per the PMKVY Guidelines may be initiated against them.  
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